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PROGRAM 



WALL DISPLAYS     STANDING FLOOR DISPLAY  COUNTERDISPLAY 

Formani® offers the following 
displays to its dealers. The formats 
can be configured to present 
any of the hardware lines in any 
finish. The composition and content 
of the panels is entirely flexible 
with options in black and white 

Please consult Formani for details. 



WALL DISPLAYS 

Standard wall display   XL wall display 

Dimensions & Weight:  Dimensions & Weight: 
- 714 x 1314mm
- Approx. 40 Kg

- 924 x 1990mm
- Approx. 160 Kg

Standard or XL display including hangers to easy mount on wall yourself.  
Display includes  steel frame, panels, functional display locks and hardware products 
of choice. All lever handles and accessories are functional to give clients a real 
experience. Customizable panels which can easily be removed and rearranged. 
Perfect display to show any collection, available in white, black (or combination) with 
FORMANI logo and pictures of designers included on the top. 
*Preferable choice for showroom*



STANDING FLOOR DISPLAYS 

Standard floor display  XL floor display 

Dimensions & Weight:  Dimensions & Weight: 
- 503  x 1956 x 503mm
- Approx. 100 Kg

- 924 x 1990 x 924mm
- Approx. 200 Kg

Standard or XL standing floor display available in both black and white (or combination) 
with functional lever handles and other products. Customizable panels which can easily 
be removed and rearranged. 
Panels can be combined in both black and white for a better presentation of the 
products.  Great way to show multiple collections with only one display. 
Attracts the attention in the showroom and doesn’t take up as much space as our wall 
displays. 



COUNTER DISPLAY 

Dimensions & Weight: 
- 200 x 318 x 160mm
- Approx. 8 Kg

Counter display very easy to bring and carry around.  
Elegant shape and mounted with the collection of your choice.  
Easy to use and ready on the spot. 
Perfect display for architects and when there is lack of space.  
Full functional display(both lever handle and lock) giving the client a real feel of our 
quality. 



SUITCASE SAMPLE 

Dimensions & Weight: 
- 515 x 410 x 200mm
- Approx. 10-12 Kg

Simple yet very elegant suitcase, perfect for traveling and visiting clients.  
Two foam layers on top of each other with shapes adapted to handles (first layer) 
and also space for more accessories (second layer). 
Easy to carry around and grabs the attention of architects.  
*Weight including full first layer*
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